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CLEER 
JSU prays for, remembers those hurt in terrorist attacks 
- - - - - - - 
By Benjmain Cunningham 
The Chant~cleer Edltor In Chlef -----
JSU joined the nation last 
week in expressing emotion over 
the attacks in New York and 
Washington, D.C. Groups gath- 
ered nearly every day after the 
attack, culminating in the offi- 
cial University observance 
attended by thousands on Friday. 
Several dozen students met in 
front of Martin Hall on Tuesday, 
the night of the attacks, at a can- 
dlelight prayer vigil sponsored 
by the Baptist Campus 
Ministries. Wednesday night, 
students at the International 
House met to discuss the attacks, 
said JSU President Dr. Bill 
Meehan. 
On Thursday night about 200 
students gathered in Paul 
Carpenter Village in front of the 
Sigma Phi Epsilon house for 
another candlelight vigil. 
Meehan spoke to the crowd, say- 
ing he was proud of the student 
body for taking the initiative in 
organizing the observances. "I 
appreciate the way you've 
pulled together," he said, "the 
way you've come together to 
help out, and to speak as one 
voice, one caring voice for what 
has happened in this country." 
Meehan concluded his remarks 
with thanks for the event and the 
efforts of its organizers. "It is a 
great symbol, and for a great 
purpose," he said. "And I thank 
you from the bottom of my 
heart." 
Students led prayers, read pas- 
sages from the Bible, and sang 
patriotic and religious songs. 
SGA president Miranda 
Killingsworth described the 
event as "awesome," citing the 
rarity of events planned jointly 
among the greek community. 
"They just all came together 
tonight, and it's just awesome. 
You just don't see things like 
this." 
SGA senators and executive 
officers were on hand at the 
vigil, talung donations for their 
drive to raise money for the 
American Red Cross' relief 
efforts. As of Friday the drive 
had raised $1,196. 
Classes were suspended Friday 
between 11 a.m. and 1:45 p.m. in 
conjunction - with President 
Bush's request for a nationwide 
day of prayer and remembrance 
for the victims of the attack. 
The University held a ceremo- 
ny at noon on the lawn in front 
of Bibb Graves Hall, featuring 
speakers from campus ministries 
and other organizations, as well 
as Jacksonville Mayor Jerry 
Smith and other community 
leaders. A crowd estimated by 
University officials at 2,000 
gathered to listen. The 
Marching Southerners per- 
formed religious and patriotic 








was a symbol 
of . America's 
u n s i n k a b l e  
spirit and 
undying adver- 
sity," said Col. 
Herschel May, 
of the ROTC 
detachment, in 
his address to 
the crowd. 
"We may have 
lost this battle, 
but we will win 
the war." 
Honorata (Above) Rev. Gary Brittain of the BCM leads the crowd in prayer at 
Sulila, presi- Friday's memorial on the lawn in front of Bibb Graves Hall. (Right) 
Students pray at Thursday's candlelight vigil in Paul Carpenter 
dent of the Wllaae. - 
In te rna t iona l  
Student Organization, represent- 
ed JSU's foreign students at the 
observance. "I hope our friends 
and mentors at JSU realize how 
we have been saddened," she 
told the crowd. "We thank JSU 
and the Jacksonville community 
for letting us into your hearts 
and lives." 
At the conclusion of the cere- 
mony, the chimes in Bibb 
Graves struck 51 times, which 
Meehan said represented each of 
the 50 states and the internation- 
al community. Silence fell over 
the crowd during the several 
minutes it took for all the chimes 
to sound. As the crowd dis- 
persed, several emergency vehi- 
cles parked in front of the TMB 
sounded their sirens for 30 sec- 
onds in recognition of the efforts 
and sacrifices of emergency per- 
sonnel working in New York and 
Washington. 
TheChanticleerICallie Williams 
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JSU tuition rises $150, remains below average among state universities 
- -- 
By Stephanie Pendergrass 
The Chanticleer New Edftor 
A college education is an 
important tool to have in today's 
society. As the work force 
grows, so does the competition 
involved in finding a job. At 
many college institutions, the 
cost of tuition has recently risen. 
Now, when an education is so 
vital, expenses have made a 
degree more difficult to obtain. 
Like many colleges, 
Jacksonville State University 
has implemented on a higher 
tuition. JSU's News Wire 
reported that the University's 
Trustees were considering a 
tuition incrpase at their July 16 
meeting. The wire also noted 
the proposed increase was "part 
of the University's five-year 
plan to bring the institution up to 
the regional average." 
The University's tuition rates 
have gone up for the 2001-2002 
semester by $150. The current 
price for a full-time, undergradu- 
ate student at Jacksonville State 
University is $1,470. 
Even after the increases, JSU's 
tuition remains under the aver- 
age tuition among various four- 
year college institutions in 
Alabama and the president plans 
on keeping it that way. 
According to the News Wire, Dr. 
mrilli.im Meehan, president at 
Jacksonville State, said, "(JSU) 
will remain the best educational 
bargain in the region." 
On its website, Auburn 
University reports its tuition and 
fees for an on-campus resident is 
$3,380 for the fall semester. The 
University of Alabama's website 
reports the estimated tuition for 
a full-time, in-state student is 
$3,292 and Troy State 
University's tuition is marked at 
$1,5 10 on website. 
While JSU's tuition is higher 
than last year's, the money will 
be beneficial in the future. "It 
will bring in a significant 
amount of revenue, probably 
about 2.4 million dollars," said 
Meehan. 
Jacksonville State has also 
seen increases outside of 
expenses for the fall semester. 
Meehan recently reported enroll- 
ment has gone up 5.9 percent 
from last year. At the University 
the student count has risen from 
7,922 to 8,478. 
As a result of the increased 
enrollment, tuition rises will def- 
initely bring in more money for 
the University, which will be 
valuable in the future. "It will 
go to a variety of things. We 
hope to pay for additional costs 
and salaries, (and) additional 
positions in faculty," said 
Meehan. 
While some have wondered 
how new campus constructions 
are being paid for, Meehan com- 
mented that tuition and other 
student expenses do not play a 
factor in paying for such pro- 
jects. "We get a lot of our funds 
(from) bond money," stated the 
president. "Jacksonville State 
University and the state of 
Alabama issue and guarantee 
those bonds." 
JSU and Dr. Meehan have 
worked to keep tuition at a rea- 
sonable price. "We've limited 
the bar," said Meehan. "We've 
said we're not going to charge 
anymore than the median 
amount of the cost of tuition for 
the state of Alabama (and) we're 
going to stay at the median or 
below that. We don't want to be 
the cheapest school in the state, 
(but) we certainly don't want to 
be the highest. We want to give 
a good value and an educational 
experience." 
- 
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Alpha Omicron Pi: We love our beautiful new members and are very proud to be doing homecoming with Delta Chi! 
Congrats to the JSU football team for their victories and wish them good luck in the games to come. We would also like 
to congratulate the fraternities on an awesome iush!l! Contact: Kristi, 782-6212. 
Sigma Nu Fraternity: Congratulations to our Advisor Award Winners this week: Trey Parish, Florjan Mucaj and Phillip 
Root. Also honorably mentioned Andrew Cavington, Michael Campbell, Josh Fuller, Chris Betzller and Stefan Llupo. 
Also we would like to thank Alpha Xi Delta for their help. 
Alpha Xi Delta: Congratulations to our new members:Brynn Armstrong, Katie Carter, Melissa Criswell, Mabel 
Dement, Heather Feltman, Julie Freeman, Kaleena Hill, Beth Houk, Jessica Hyde, Katie Lumpkin, Jenn Mince, Jill 
Patterson, Sandi Rickrnon, Jessica Sedenik, Danielle Smith, Ashley Toms, Canie Taunton, Tiffany Waldrup, Jenny 
Wentworth, Lorie White, Jennifer Wright, and Chris Yount. Contact: April Whitmarsh, AprilWhitmarsh@aol.com, 782- 
Zeta Phi Beta Soroity, Inc. would like to invite all ladies to our fall 2001 Interest Meeting. It will be held Sept. 23 
promptly at 7:20 p.m. in the Alumni House. The attire is semi-formal. Contact: Tiffanie.Martin, 782-7799 
JAAEYC: We have invited a very special guest speaker from PBS to our October 11 meeting. Suzanna Martina will 
be here from 12:30 to 2:30. Seating is limited to fifty. Please sign up in Dr. Engley's office at 204 RWB or call Dr. 
Engley at 782-5844. Contact: Diane Hall, 435-3648, MsDianesWorld@cs.com 
The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission for any reason. We also reserve the right to 
Sept. 9 - Clarance Alvin Scott 111, 23, of Anniston, was cited with violating the auto- 
mobile stereo noise ordinance at the corner of Mountain Street and Forney Avenue. 
1515Greenbrh Rod 
Grrmbris Road 
The ChanticleeriNlcholas Thomason 
Law enforcement officers in formation at Friday's memorial service. They wear black 
bands on their badges in memory of the many victims. 
Officers wear symbols of morning 
By Joshua W. Bingham vice to their communities," said 
The Chanticleer Managing Editor JSUPD Deputy Chief Terry 
Schneider. But the JSUPD is wear- 
officers from different law- ing the ribbon in remembrance of 
enforcement agencies wore a black all the victims last week's 
u 
band across their badges at last 
Friday's memorial service in front 
of Bibb Graves, mourning the vic- 
tims of the terrorism in last week's 
attacks. 
"The black band is a traditional 
symbol of respect for those who 
have paid the ultimate price in ser- 
With This Coupon 
No appointment necessary. This coupon must be 
presented at time service k requested. Not valid with 
any other special offer. Bulk dl onv. 
Family Owned and Operated 
tragedy. 
The JSUPD is keeping the black 
bands on through Sept. 22, in fol- 
lowing with President Bush's deci- 
sion to raise flags from half-staff at 
federal buildings and military instu- 
tions across the country that day, 
said Schneider. 
Correction 
The Chanticleer misprinted some 
information about The Cockpit in 
last week's article about the rise in 
local gasoline prices. 
It was printed that all of The 
Cockpit's gasoline prices were 
raised 13 cents at about 4:00 p.m. 
In actuality, owner Walter Fritz 
did not raise the price of unleaded 
gas until the next morning. 
We apologize for any inconve- 
nience or confusion this error may 
have caused. 
' g'.: 
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ISU picks up apartments, $100,500 for scholarships, faculty awards 
3y Laura Blasingame 
The Chanticleer Staff Writer -- -. 
When "someone comes here 
and says, 'I want to give you 
Forty apartments and in addition 
to that, I'll round it up so the 
total gift will be a half a million 
dollars,' you say, 'Thank you 
very much." 
And that is exactly what JSU 
President Dr. Bill Meehan said 
about the generous $500,000 gift 
given to JSU by Earlon and 
Betty McWhorter of Anniston. 
While the Earlon and Betty 
McWhorter Award was being 
presented to Dr. Mark Meade 
last May on the President's 
lawn, McWhorter reminisced of 
his youth. The ceremony was 
held around three in the after- 
noon and McWhorter turned to 
Meehan and said "You know 
fifty years ago, almost to the 
hour, I would have been riding 
my bicycle down that sidewalk" 
to bring the then JSU President 
Houston Cole his Gadsden 
Times. He later said, "It was an 
eerie feeling because fifty years 
is a long time and to be standing 
in that same spot just within a 
few feet was very interesting." 
McWhorter basically "grew 
up on campus." He lived on 
Mountain Street and was a 
stone's throw from the high 
school and athletic facilities. 
When he graduated from 
Jacksonville High School, he 
entered JSU's pre-engineering 
program. He worked diligently 
taking 21 hours each semester 
until he gained enough credits 
to transfer to Auburn to complete 
his engineering degree. Along 
the way, he met his wife of 41 
years, Betty. "I picked her up on 
the beach in Florida," he said 
smiling proudly. Betty 
McWhorter, a native of Terra 
Haute, Ind., fell in love with JSU 
and shares her husband's gen- 
erosity and affection toward the 
University. 
Jax Apartments, which was 
valued at around $400,000 at 
the time of donation, is located 
behind the JSU police depart- 
ment. "I believe in giving back 
and it just looked like the nat- 
ural thing to do," said 
McWhorter. 
A cash donation of approxi- 
mately $100,500 was also given 
by the McWhorters to round the 
figure. According Meehan, the 
money is invested and "part of 
the interest will fund scholar- 
ships for education and the other available to qualifying education port for funding in our institu- 
part will fund part of our awards majors. Students seeking this tions. We also have to do better 
for our teaching faculty." scholarship should contact Mrs. about public funding by increas- 
McWhorter explained that "It is Vivian Brown, JSU's scholar- ing property taxes and income 
a perpetual scholarship, you do ship coordinator. taxes." McWhorter feels that 
not go into the principle; it will When asked how he felt about education needs support from 
always be there." JSU will take donating to universities, Mr. both the public and private sec- 
"these funds and mesh it with McWhorter responded "I just tors and although he owns a 
other donations and invest it wish I had more to give and great deal of property he says 
into a unit or units. First, they maybe I will someday. We need "taxes are too cheap on it and I 
will draw off enough to do the to get more private-sector sup- am willing to pay for it." 
Outstanding Teacher Award and , I 
then the scholarships." 
Teachers are happy to be rec- 
ognized for their efforts. Last I For A Limited Time, All New I 
h?ay, Dr. Mark Meade of the 
biology department received 
the annual Earlon and Betty 
McWhorter Outstanding Teacher 
Award. Meade has been teach- 
ing at JSU for four years and 
feels his recognition is very 
much a departmental effort in 
that there are "a lot of good peo- 
ple teaching in the biology 
department ." 
The recipients of the Earlon 
and Betty McWhorter 
Outstanding Teacher Award 
receive $500 toward new teach- 
ing supplies and another $500 as 
a monetary award for their 
achievement. 
The Earlon and Betty 
McWhorter Scholarship will be & ~ c ~ o n a l d ' s  Piedmont 14 J cksonville m e  . . 
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U.S. remembers at one-week mark; Bush administration presses Taliban to hand over bin Laden 
By Martin Merzer and reflection Tuesday - the one- saw a great country rise up to help." harbor him and other terrorists. 
Knlght Rldder Newspapers (KRT) week anniversary of the terrorist At the ruins of the World Trade A renegade Saudi millionaire, bin 
blitz that leveled the World Trade Center, 5,422 people remained Laden has been under the protection 
W A S H ~ G T O N  - Sensing that Center, damaged the Pentagon, pul- missing, with 218 confirmed dead. of the Taliban since 1996, when he 
Afghanistan may be more flexible verized four hijacked jetliners and Police Commissioner Bernard was forced to leave Sudan. He is 
than expected, the ~ u s h  administra- transformed America and the world. Kerik said the roster of presumed believed responsible for numerous 
tion on Tuesday intensified its The number of dead and missing dead rose as foreign embassies terrorist strikes around the world, 
dlplomatlc crusade to capture stood at 5,873, a toll nearly impossi- received and relayed reports from including last week's suicide 
Osama bin Laden. ble to fathom. Never before have so citizens of their countries. assaults. 
A burst of classic carrot-and-stick many Americans been killed on U.N. Secretary-General Kofi No breakthrough came Tuesday, 
bargaining came amid reports that home sol1 On a single day. Annan said the victims include citi- but hundreds of Afghanistan's most 
Afghanistan's Taliban leaders might At 8:48 a.m., the precise moment zens of 62 nations. "This is why no powerful religious and tribal leaders 
be willing to deport the alleged mas- a week earlier when the f i s t  plane one can remain indifferent," he said. were gathering near Kabul and were 
termind of last week's terrorist speared the trade center's north A week after the tragedy, Mayor expected to discuss bin Laden's fate 
assault on the United States - they tower, President Bush joined 300 Rudolph Giuliani reluctantly moved Wednesday, spokesmen for Pakistan 
can be convinced of his guilt. members of his White House staff toward some extraordinarily solemn and the Taliban told Knight Ridder. 
"There is a big meeting going on on the South Lawn. New York City conclusions. Though the outcome of the meet- 
and we are awaiting a decision from rescue crews briefly ceased their "The chances of recovenng any ing and even its duration could not 
the Taliban," a spokesman for work. And radio stations and televi- live human beings are very, very be predicted, the Taliban spokesman 
Palustan's government told Knight sion networks filled the nation's air- small now, given the amount of time raised the possibility that it could 
Ridder. "We think it's best to give waves with patriotic songs. and the condition of the site," he end with bin Laden's expulsion to 
diplomacy a chance." "Out of our tears and sadness, we said. Pakistan or another country. 
Meanwhile, in New York, saw the best of America," Bush said Back in Washington, the adminis- "The Taliban needs tribal approval 
Washington and across the nation, later during a Rose Garden ceremo- tration escalated its war of words to turn over bin Laden and there are 
many Americans paused for prayer ny honoring rescue workers. "We against bin Laden and those who real indications that they are prepar- 
I 
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Ext. 4 
Center Of Research Excellence, LLC 
I 324 Monger Street, Oxford, Alabama 36203 0841 58 
ing to do that," the spokesman said. 
In Afghanistan and Pakistan, addi- 
tional hints emerged of a possible 
shift in the Taliban's position. 
Previously firm in their refusal to 
turn over bin Laden, Taliban leaders 
- including supreme leader Mullah 
Mohammed Omar - are now 
showing "flexibility," according to a 
report in a Pakistani paper. 
American officials emphasized 
that even bin Laden's capture - as 
welcome as it might be - would 
not necessarily block vigorous mili- 
tary action to eliminate other terror- 
ists and their support systems. 
"Our adversaries are not one or 
two terrorist leaders, or even a sin- 
gle terrorist organization or net- 
work," Defense Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld said during a Pentagon 
news conference. "It's a broad net- 
work of individuals and organiza- 
tions that are determined to terror- 
ize, and in doing so, to deny us the 
very essence of what we are - free 
people." 
Terrorist groups do not have con- 
ventional militaries or "high-value" 
targets that the United States can 
hit, he said. 
"But those countries that support 
them and give sanctuary do have 
such targets," he said. "The terror- 
ists do not function in a vacuum. 
They don't live in Antarctica. They 
work, they train and they plan in 
countries. 
"We'll have to deal with the net- 
works," Rumsfeld said. "One of the 
ways to do that is to drain the 
swamp they live in." 
While Rumsfeld and others were 
waving the stick at Afghanistan, a 
spokesman at the Department of 
State was dangling the carrot of 
continued and even amplified finan- 
cial support for Afghan refugees in 
Pakistan. 
Richard Boucher noted that the 
I United States has spent more than $140 million in fiscal 2001 to pro- vide food, water, medical care and other aid to Afghan refugees and cit- 
izens. 
Then, he reminded Afghan leaders 
of their responsibilities under inter- 
national law. 
"Bin Laden must be expelled to a 
country where he can be brought to 
justice for his crimes," Boucher 
said. "That's what the U.N. resolu- 
tions require. And that's what we 
would expect to see." 
Those same resolutions require the 
Taliban (to) end their harboring of 
terrorist organizations. . . It's not 
just that bin Laden must be brought 
to justice, but that the whole struc- 
ture of support for the terrorist orga- 
nizations has to be dismantled." 
On Tuesday, hundreds of Afghans 
- many of them starving and all of 
them fearing military action - 
streamed into Pakistan even as 
Pakistani border guards fired over 
their heads. 
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Former SGA president gives first-hand account of D.C. under attack 
By Joshua W. Bingham 
The Chanficleer Manag~ng Editor 
Terrorism shook the nation on 
Sept. 11 and seriously affected some 
people with close connections to 
JSU. Last year's SGA president, 
Elizabeth Webb, was about two 
miles from the Pentagon when 
American Airlines Night 77 was 
turned into a weapon of destruction. 
She was not physically harmed, but 
witnessed the reaction of 
Washington, D.C. first hand. 
Webb works at U.S. Rep. Bob 
Riley's office in the Cannon 
Building of the Capitol Complex. 
She interned in Washington D.C. 
three years ago with the congress- 
man but is now part of his perma- 
nent staff as a legislative correspon- 
dentfstaff assistant. She moved to 
Washington and began work last 
August. 
Last Thursday, she related what 
she saw and felt on Sept. 11. 
She went to work in the morning 
and was opening the daily mail 
when her fiancC called from 
Douglasville, Ga. He said, "Turn 
the TV on, there's been a plane go 
into the World Trade Center." Webb 
went to the back of the office and 
started watching the news with her 
coworkers. As they were watching, 
the second plane hit one of the 
Trade Towers. They were all 
stunned, but didn't think that they 
were in danger because the crashes 
Courtesy JSU Orientation and Advisement 
Elizabeth Webb 
had happened in New York. 
Congressman Riley then walked in 
and told everyone that it was very 
smoky outside. "So we walked over 
to the window and we could see the 
flames and see the smoke," Webb 
said. "Oh my goodness," was the 
term Webb used to describe how 
everyone felt. 
They then turned back to the news 
and heard the anchors talking about 
the Pentagon. "The whole office 
just looked at each othg," said 
Webb, "and we were just like 'oh, 
dear.' And we turned around and 
everybody kind of ran to their 
phones, started calling people and 
our phones were out. So then, 
everybody just kind of panicked, 
like, we were just, pretty much, 
nobody knew if we should stay or if 
we should go." 
Rep. Riley told everyone to leave 
and that personal safety was more 
important than anything else. 
"And so. we did! And as soon as 
we got outside, it was just so smoky 
and people were everywhere," said 
Webb. "Everybody was just in a big 
hurry to get out, pretty much. I 
mean, you could tell that people ... 
they knew that because we were in 
the Capitol Complex, we did not 
need to be here." 
As Webb was riding in a car out of 
the parking garage, she heard a 
report of a fourth unidentified plane 
that might be headed for 
Washington. She heard that "the 
victims might be from the Capitol 
or from the White House." 
The "traffic was crazy, so we 
'couldn't get out. So, we just got as 
far away as we could from the 
Capitol." As she looked around, 
everyone was on his or her cell 
phone, yet they still couldn't get 
through. "But everybody just had 
this look - it was like a surreal, 
somber look on their faces." 
As Webb's group left the building, 
a loud explosion was heard. "After 
everybody got out, it was just like 
'BOOM!"' said Webb. "And every- 
body was just ... and the whole 
world just stopped ... we just looked 
at each other." Nobody knew where 
the explosion came from, "but it felt 
like the whole ground just shook," 
said Webb. "And then, we just got 
on and got out." 
There was no emergency plan for 
people to follow as they left the 
building, nor a fallout shelter for all 
politicians. "Oh no, they pretty 
much couldn't have organized any- 
thing up here 'cause everybody was 
just crazy," Webb said. "And the 
strange thing up here is that people 
don't want to quit working. I mean, 
even when there's, you know, a 
plane flying into buildings, that peo- 
ple are just so intent on getting their 
work done and getting their press 
release out ... that police actually 
had to go around and say, 'get out of 
the offices, get out of the offices."' 
When Webb was in Washington 
D.C. three years ago while interning 
in Rep. Riley's office, the Capitol 
shooting occurred. "It was real 
strange then, because after the 
shooting, there were just all these 
people ... running and screaming, 
and it was like the scariest thing in 
the world," said Webb. But Sept. 11 
is a day she found hard to describe 
"unless you were actually here." 
The image that kept flashing in her 
mind after getting away from the 
Capitol was of when she rode out 
from the parking garage. "When we 
rode out from under there ... and just 
looking back, and just seeing every 
person looking toward the smoke," 
Webb said. "That's what I remem- 
ber. I mean, that's what I see. 
That's what I saw Tuesday night 
before going to sleep." Webb esti- 
mated that she saw about 1,000 peo- 
ple at that moment. 
Even though Webb was "really, 
really, really scared" when the 
Pentagon was hit -- to the point of 
shaking and wanting to go home -- 
car wants to drive by any of the 
congressional buildings, they have 
to show a congressional ID." 
The major change though, is the 
hole in the Pentagon. "I rode by the 
Pentagon yesterday (Sept. 12) on 
my way home 'cause I was on the 
metro," said Webb, "and I just, I 
was looking and you just can't 
believe it. It looks like a movie, 
that's the best way to explain it ... 
like we were in the middle of tap- 
ing." 
Webb was contacted again 
Monday and mentioned that the 
memorial service in Washington 
D.C. last Friday was very somber, 
but also very united and patriotic. 
"It was kind of cool to get to see 
everybody that came out," Webb 
said. “Aria pretty much every vigil, 
or every memorial service that's 
been announced up her was just 
packed with people." 
Webb said that she's been in touch 
with the SGA and is proud of those 
on JSU's campus putting a fund 
together and having vigils for those 
harmed. "The biggest thing these 
people need right now," said Webb, 
"is hope and faith and prayer." 
She also had a very poignant story 
to tell about resentment toward 
Muslims'and Arabs. "We have a 
friend that works up here and his 
mother and father were both in the 
World Trade Center, and he hasn't 
heard from either one of them. He's 
Arab-American," Webb narrated. "I --. -~~~ c ~ 
she mentioned that after about 15 would urge Americans and 
minutes. she fclt safc and decided Alabamians and Jacksonville State 
not to leave the Hill. "I mean, 
everything was just automatically 
- if anything had even flown into 
the airspace up here, it would have 
been zapped down," said Webb. 
"And that's just an amazing thing to 
think about; the fact that, that quick- 
ly, everything could have been 
under control." 
Some things in Washington D.C. 
have changed though, like the secu- 
rity measures on Capitol Hill. 
"Instead of Capitol Hill, it's like 
Police Hill," Webb said. "I mean, 
there's so many police officers 
everywhere. You have to show your 
ID to get into any buildings. ... If a 
students: Please.don't jump to con- 
clusions. And make sure you know 
what you're doing." Her friend has 
received many threats, raised mid- 
dle fingers and harsh comments. 
u 
"Every time it happens, he just 
starts crying," said Webb. "He says, 
'I'm not even Muslim. I'm a 
Christian, you know.' They don't 
even know me, and both of my par- 
ents were in there."' 
Webb encouraged people to have 
an open mind "and make sure 
you're not discriminating against 
someone. 'Cause you don't really 
know. You don't know what's 
under that skin." 
McClellan Auto 
BUY OUT SALE! 
Appliances New & Used 
*Refrigerators *Gas Water Heaters 
*Dish Washers *Gas Stoves 
*36" Stainless Steel Range Hoods 
w/solid state f i re  extinguishers 
*central Gas Heat & Air  condit ioning Units 
@Entertainment Systems *Cabinets 
*Small Ref rigerators 
Available Monday - Saturday 7:30 - 5:00 
a t  MeClellan Auto 
6600 McClellan Blvd. - Anniston - 820-5855 
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In Our View 
A plea for tolerance 
Every person in this country who is in a position to lead or persuade 
others has been hammering home one simple point over the past week 
and a half. That point is about tolerance. 
Even though men suspected of hijacking the planes that crashed into 
New York and Washington last week happen to have been Arabs and 
claimed to be Muslims, Arabs and Muslims as a whole are not respon- 
sible for the attacks. 
Seems pretty simple, doesn't it? And everyone is saying it, from 
U.S. President George Bush to JSU President Bill Meehan, from the 
pages of the New York Times all the way down to The Chanticleer. 
Some people, however, don't seem to get the message. 
Almost daily, in the same newspapers that beg the public for unity 
and understanding on the editorial pages, one can read chilling stories 
about Muslims and Arabs in the U.S. being taunted, attacked, and 
even killed by Americans looking for revenge for the terrorist attacks. 
Those seeking revenge don't seem to care whether the people they 
turn on are American citizens themselves, whether they agree with the 
terrorists or not, or even whether they are actually the Arabs or 
Muslims they believe they're targeting. All one has to do is look like 
a stereotypical member of one of these very broad, diverse groups to 
become a target. . 
On Saturday a gunman shot and killed Balbir Singh Sodi, the owner 
of a Mesa, Ariz., gas station, the New York Times reported Tuesday. 
Sodi was a Sikh, and was neither Arabic nor a.Muslim. Sikhs, whose 
origins are in the Punjab region of India, far from Arabian deserts, 
practice a religion wholly unrelated to Islam. This obviously did not 
matter to the unrepentant suspect arrested in the incident, Frank S. 
Roque. "I'm a patriot," he said as he was led away. "I'm a damn 
American all the way." 
Some Americans are looking for anyone different enough from 
themselves upon whom to vent their anger. This behavior is 
detestable, and is likely to foster inaccurate stereotypes of Americans 
as violent xenophobes in the minds of the world's citizens. 
Would they be far from the truth though? A mob of hundreds 
marched on a mosque in the Chicago area last week before police 
turned them back. Mosques and foreign-owned stores nationwide 
have been assaulted. Americans are blaming and targeting innocent 
people of faiths and ethnic groups they can't even identify, about 
whose beliefs they know nothing. 
At JSU, one would hope the friendliest campus in the South would 
be a haven for those with darker skin or different beliefs. But The 
Anniston Star said Sunday that international students here have 
reported receiving "angry looks and snide comments" from fellow 
students. 
We are better than that, people. The next time you find yourself 
making an assumption based on a stereotype, ask yourself how much 
you actually know about the group or person you're stereotyping. 
And keep this in mind: If you believe all people of Arabic heritage 
or Islamic faith are responsible for the actions of a few terrorists last 
week, then by extension, wouldn't all white, Protestant, American 
males be responsible for the 1995 bombing in Oklahoma City? 
Americans jumping on patriotism bandwagon 
Americans 
across the coun- 
try have seemed 
to become 
addicted to the 
idea of flying 
the American 
By Danni Lusk 4 
ports our 
flag and sporting the red, white 
and blue on every piece of cloth- 
ing this past week. What do I call 
this? The patriotism bandwagon. 
Don't get me wrong, I love 
America as much as the guy next 
to me, but I realize every day 
how lucky I am to have the 
amount of freedom Americans 
have. Every time I have some- 
thing bad to say about this coun- 
try, the statement is immediately 
followed by the "but we're much 
luckier than some other coun- 
tries" thought. 
I believe a lot of Americans 
don't stop to think every day of 
how fortunate they are to have 
food on their table and a job to 
go to every day. Many families 
in other countries struggle in a 
failing economy to find a job and 
put food on their table three 
times a day. 
We live in a country that in 
times of need will cut a check 
every month to a struggling fam- 
ily until they get on their feet. 
We live in a country that sup- 
senior citizens by providing help 
with health care costs and a 
social security check (as small as 
it may be) to help with everyday 
purchases. We live in a country 
with a growing economy in 
which parents can place money 
in a mutual fund and be confi- 
dent in it enough to plan to use 
the money for their child's col- 
lege tuition. We live in a country 
with infinite opportunities for 
citizens,' without major barriers 
that discriminate against a per- 
son based upon their sex, race, 
creed or religion. 
To put it frankly, it makes me 
sick to think that it took such a 
horrific tragedy to make 
Americans become patriotic and 
want to support their country. 
When America first stood on its 
wobbly legs, the average colo- 
nial citizen was willing to die for 
freedom from their mother coun- 
try. Nowadays, people leave the 
fighting to the few men and 
women who join the military 
and hardly say a word of support 
for those brave enough to join. 
All of the sudden, the majority 
of Americans are calling for war, 
placing American flags on car 
antennas and wearing red, white 
and blue ribbons on their collars, 
but do you see anyone running 
down to the military recruiters' 
offices? 
As the fiancee of a member of 
the military, I wear the red, white 
and blue on my heart in support 
of my future husband and what- 
ever action he takes to support 
America. Wearing a red, white 
and blue ribbon on my collar 
isn't going to help out the cause 
now. Americans should not only 
be showing support -- even dur- 
ing peacetime -- for our military, 
but also our firefighters, police 
officers, politicians and any 
other government officer who 
works for the future freedom and 
safety of our citizens. 
Why must such a temble 
tragedy that will surely scar our 
country forever occur before 
Americans realize their "inner 
patriot" and fly the flag with 
pride? 
I'm sure by the time peace and 
order is restored, people will put 
their American flags back in the 
closet and hang the decorative 
seasonal flag they had on the 
pole before this tragedy 
occurred. 
It's inevitable. In times of 
peace, people take for granted 
the basic freedoms given to 
them, and the moment some- 
thing earth-shattering occurs, 
their whole perspective is 
changed. 
I can only hope that this earth- 
shattering event will forever 
change the once apathetic 
American's perspective to real- 
ize that we should all wear the 
red, white and blue on our hearts 
every day. 
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Attacks launched long siege in an 
unfamiliar territory with unreasoning foes 
- 
By David M. Kennedy 
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT) 
President John F. Kennedy once 
described the Cold War as "a long 
twilight struggle." 
Tuesday's horrific events may 
well prove to be no singularity, but 
rather the opening rounds of a siege 
that r i l l  test us as no other chal- 
lenge has. The grim prospect now 
looms that the battle against cata- 
strophic terrorism will be still 
longer and darker than the Cold War 
that cast its shadow over two gener- 
ations. 
This struggle will be fought in the 
gloom beyond twilight, in the noc- 
turnal regions where nightmares 
abound. It will breed gnawing inse- 
curities and suspicions, and will 
tempt us to corrupt the very values 
of liberty and tolerance that have 
defined us as a people. 
President Bush has declared that 
last Tuesday's attacks on New York 
and the Pentagon "were more than 
acts of tenor. They were acts of 
war." That statement reflects an 
understandable effort to compre- 
hend the enormity of last week's 
horrors, and to summon the 
American people to battle stations. 
But taken literally, the president's 
words offer a fundamentally mis- 
taken analysis of what has hap- 
pened, They also imply a highly 
misleading picture of what the 
future might hold. Put simply, 
"war" is an utterly inadequate term 
to describe the unprecedented crisis 
that has been thrust upon this coun- 
try. What is more, the tactics, arms 
and attitudes of all past wars will 
prove largely irrelevant in the face 
of the altogether new threat that 
confronts us. 
The renowned Prussian general 
and military theorist Karl von 
Clausewitz famously defined war as 
"the continuation of politics by 
other means." More precisely, in his 
classic treatise, "On War,'' 
Clausewitz argued that "war is an 
instrument of policy; it must neces- 
sarily bear the character of policy; it 
must measure with policy's mea- 
sure. The conduct of war, in its great 
outlines, is, therefore, politics itself, 
which takes up the sword in place of 
the pen, but does not on that account 
cease to think according to its own 
laws." That justly celebrated insight 
captures the essence of virtually all 
military conflicts on record. 
War was for Clausewitz a neces- 
sarily bloody and destructive busi- 
ness, but it had a logic, however 
perverse, of its own. At its core were 
rational calculations about the pre- 
sent and future relationship between 
the combatants, about objectives 
and strategies, about ends and 
means, about the unavoidable nego- 
tiation between what was desired 
and what was physically possible 
and morally permissible, and about 
the balance between the risk of 
defeat and the rewards of victory. 
Clausewitz's definition has 
absolutely no bearing on the present 
case. 
What specific policies were the 
assailants' attacking? Toward what 
conceivable political ends was the 
wanton slaughter of thousands of 
civilians the supposedly well-mea- 
sured means? What possible politi- 
cal "laws" can have governed a 
strike by aggressors who refuse to 
identify themselves or to stipulate 
their goals? In what scale of reason 
can a counterweight be found to the 
lust to'commit suicide? 
The people who assaulted 
Manhattan and the Pentagon appar- 
ently inhabited a realm outside the 
domain of reason, and therefore a 
realm in which war - in the sense 
that Clausewitz defined it - has no 
recognizable meaning. Their actions 
had no purpose of the sort that has 
informed all the contests of arms in 
the long human record of conflict, 
nor does the story they have so 
bloodily begun have any apparent 
final chapter. 
Insofar as one can guess at their 
motives and purposes, Tuesday's 
attackers seem to have targeted no 
specific U.S. policy, nor any 
ular governmental action, but the 
entire American way of life. To 
paraphrase a notorious comment on 
the lyrically celebrated, but militari- 
ly futile charge of the "Light 
Brigade," that kind of attack is sure- 
ly not magnificent, and it is just as 
surely not war. 
Most people who live in this coun- 
try - even those who are most criti- 
cal of its shortcomings - find it sim- 
ply incomprehensible that our very 
existence should provoke such ven- 
omous hatred. 
Garden-variety anti-Americanism 
is an irritant that many a tourist 
abroad has experienced, and that 
may in some cases even be justified. 
Objections to various American 
policies are understandable. But 
what can have spawned the fathom- 
less loathing for all things American 
that apparently propelled those air- 
craft into the World Trade Center's 
twin towers and the Pentagon? How 
might such passions be assuaged? 
What political response can a coun- 
try make when what is in jeopardy 
is not only its material interests and 
physical assets, or its people, but 
also its very soul? 
Against such an unreasoning foe, 
what might constitute victory? 
Clausewitz said victory consists 
"not merely in the conquest of the 
battlefield, but in the destruction of 
physical and moral forces." The 
United States may now succeed in 
tracking down and punishing the 
perpetrators of last week's outrage. 
That would be a battlefield conquest 
of a recognizably traditional sort, 
and it would afford its own satisfac- 
tions. But it will give scant assur- 
ance that what Clausewitz called the 
"moral forces" that animate our 
most fanatical adversaries have 
been quelled. 
President Bush's sentiments to the 
contrary, Tuesday's attacks were far 
more - and far more threatening - 
than mere acts of war. They were 
acts of terror, pure and simple. 
Terrorism is a greater evil than 
war. Terrorists dwell in no territory 
against which we can easily retali- 
ate. They live in a landscape of ide- 
ologies and resentments and hatreds 
that conventional arms cannot 
reach. 
It is a sobering thought that their 
impact may one day make us nostal- 
gic for the certainties and the farnil- 
iar, if perverse, logic of war itself. 
ABOUT THE WRITER 
David M. Kennedy teaches histor), 
at Stanford University. H ~ A  most 
recent book, "Freedom From Fear: 
The American People in Depression 
and Wac 1929-1945," won the 2000 
Pulitzer Prize for history. He wrote 







In the last week, we've had the 
privilege of seeing the best that 
our species has to offer. I have 
seen our nation and our world 
unify in an outpouring of love, 
courage and hope that honestly 
floors me. 
JSU has been doing its best to 
unify the student body and sup- 
port the American people as 
well. Yet, with all of this love 
and unity, I and others of the 
student body feel excluded. 
Those of us who practice the 
"weird" religions or practice no 
religion at all cannot help but 
feel on the outside when we go 
to gatherings where we are told 
the importance of having Christ 
in our lives right now. We don't 
understand when this has been 
described as an "attack on 
Christianity." Wasn't this an 
attack on America? And aren't 
we all American citizens despite 
"How do you feel about 
Muslims and Arabs 
being attacked in 
America because people 
feel they're responsible 
for last week's attacks?" 
Matthew Choquette 
Freshman 





''It is sad that a small rninoriw 
of Muslims reflect negatively 
on the whole, and now a small 
minority of ignorant Americans 
reflect negatively on us." 
Please realize that I am not 
calling for the Christian stu- 
dents of JSU to give up their 
beliefs or cease to find comfort 
in their faith. I am merely 
reminding the campus commu- 
nity that there are other faiths 
and points of view out there and 
we have suffered in this as well. 
We have lost people dear to us. 
We have lost our innocence and 
feelings of security. We are just 
as frightened and outraged by 
the events of Tuesday as any 
person in this great country of 
ours. 
One of the things that makes 
~ m e r i c a  such a unique and 
our differences of faith? 1 
wonderful country is our accep- 
tance of people who are differ- 
ent and our amazing cultural 
and spiritual plurality. Let's 
show that we have strength and 
openness to celebrate that diver- 
sity, and may the Divine, by 
Chris Kennedy 
whatever name you call Him, 





"They should not be attacked 
for their beliefs. They feel 
pain and sorrow too. They 
are just as much American as 
we are. " 
Steve Spivey 
Sophomore 
" I  disagree with it because 
you have to distinguish 
between a few irate Muslims 
and a whole religious group." 
Freshman 
"I don't think it's right becav 
they are Americans too. Mosi 
were born in America. People 
don't know that. " 
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Workers begin installling library's new face, should finish by next year 
-- 
By Benjamin Cunningham 
The Chanticleer Editor in chief 
Houston Cole Library is finally 
getting its new skin. Construction 
work to perform the facelift is going 
smoothly, according to library per- 
sonnel, and University adrninistra- 
tors said contractors are on track to 
finish by next fall. 
Sonja McAbee, head of Library 
Services, said the work going on at 
the library has had little impact on 
the daily activities of students or , 
staff. "They've been conscious of 
trying to stay out of our way," she 
said. "We're still conducting our 
classes. Our orientations are going 
on. We're fine." 
There are actually two construc- 
tion projects running concurrently 
at the library, McAbee said. One is 
to replace the white marble of the 
library's exterior, and the other is to 
put a roof over the open-air porch 
area on the library's 12th floor. 
The marble is being removed 
because the thinly-cut slabs are sag- 
ging dangerously under their own 
weight, said Don Thacker, the 
University's vice president for aca- 
demic and business affairs. "It 
could fracture and turn loose," 
Thacker said. "And that's the rea- 
son we're replacing it, strictly for 
safety concerns." 
Some of the new granite slabs are 
already in place on the north side of 
the building. The new exterior is 
dramatically altering the appear- 
ance of the library, McAbee said. 
"It's brown, kind of a blood-red," 
she said. "I do think it's going to be 
beautiful." 
Thacker said the roof is being 
added to the 12th floor to cope with 
leaking rainwater. The smaller, 
already-enclosed area of the 12th 
floor, "was made of aluminum. It 
was a storefront design," he said. 
"And the wind up there and the rain 
caused leakage in the building. We 
had had problems since the begin- 
ning. So we went and put a roof on 
the building to try to make it water- 
tight." 
McAbee said the closing of the 
12th floor, used in the past as a 
study lounge, is the one complaint 
students have had about the ongo- 
ing work. "We do a user-satisfac- 
tion survey every year and we've 
heard it as well in the elevators," 
she said. "The students are pretty 
upset that they can't get to the 
twelfth floor to study. I didn't real- 
ize that it was used that much, but 
apparently it was - more than I 
thought it was. They really like to 
go up there and study, because it's 
quiet. So they want that back." 
Thacker said the construction will 
take about a year to finish. 
"Approximately by fall next year I 
think it will be complete," he said. 
"Maybe we can gain a little bit on 
the schedule for that, but it's a time- 
consuming process." 
As work progresses on the 
library's exterior, the building's 
interior and furnishings may be 
somewhat neglected. "The furni- 
ture needs to be reupholstered," 
McAbee said. "It's a little worn." 
But she added that furniture on the 
ninth and tenth floors has been 
reupholstered within the past few 
years. She also said that some car- 
pet underneath the library's massive 
bookshelves may need replacing. 
"That is in our plan, it's just that the 
money is not always available for 
that." 
Thacker said that while updates to 
the library's interior are a constant 
work in progress, not all needs are 
always met. "Every year we do 
some carpeting. Every year we do 
some kind of maintenance," he said. 
"The problem you get is revenues 
and proration. That's where prora- 
tion hits. That's the first thing that 
goes. You just get another year or 
two out of the chairs, another year 
or two out of the carpet. As long as 
we stay in this ... funding crisis, 
you're going to see more and more 
of that stuff." 
Another Season Of Life 
The College of Commerce and 
Business Administration will host a Career Fair 
sponsored by Career and Placement Services. 
In Merrill Building on October 10th from 9 am - 2 pm 
Seniors and Alumini should be prepared to interview. 
.AMERICAN CAST IRON PIPE CO. *STATE OF ALA. DEPT. OF REVENUE 
0CSC HEALTHCARE .STATE OF ALA. DEPT OF TRANS. PROFESSIONAL ENGR. 
.TRU GREEN CHEM LAWN 
.TYSON FOODS, INC. - OXFORD, AL 
.REGIONS FINANCIAL CORPORATION .TYSON FOODS, INC. - SNEAD, AL 
*RUSSELL CORPORATION .US ARMY AUDIT AGENCY 
.SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY *VERIZON WIRELESS 
.SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION-ANNISTON *WAL MART, INC. 
*SOUTHTRUST BANK 0WALDROP CARPORT MANUFACTURING, INC. 
.STATE OF ALA. DEPT. OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS OWELLS FARGO FINANCIAL 
*STATE OF ALABAMA DEPT. OF INSURANCE .WESTINGHOUSE OF ANNISTON ........ AND MORE 
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Claeren, Whitton debut "Mr. Shakespeare" next week 
By Danni Lusk 
The Chanticleer Features Editor 
What once confused students and 
left them puzzling over the meaning 
of Shakespearean language, is now 
explained in the JSU drama depart- 
ment's latest production. 
Originally just a novel, "The Late 
Mr. Shakespeare" by Robert Nye 
was adapted for the stage by drama 
professor Dr. Wayne Claeren and 
English professor Dr. Steven 
Whitton. "I think it's a very funny 
play, which means not only funny in 
a light sense, but in a deeper sense," 
said Claeren. "Comedy in the the- - 
ater not only makes us laugh, but 
makes us think and the play will do 
that." 
The play is based upon a "straight- 
forward kind of storytelling by an 
actor named Pickleherring who, if 
we believe him, originated all of the 
women's roles in Shakespeare's 
plays," said Whitton. 
In the one-man play, 
Pickleherring, played by Claeren, 
has writte'n a book about William 
Shakespeare and some people (the 
audience) have come to visit him to 
hear his stories, according to 
Whitton. "What happens during the 
two hours and 10 minutes of the 
play (is) Pickleherring talks about 
himself, he rambles a bit and he 
plays everybody from 
Shakespeare's father to Queen 
Elizabeth." 
Although the story is mainly about 
Pickleherring's experiences in life, 
the audience will get glimpses of 
Shakespeare's life as well. "Some of 
the outrageous ... stories that are 
told in the play may vefy well have 
happened, we just don't know it," 
said Claeren. "But on the other 
hand, we can't prove it and that's 
why it is essentially a work of fic- 
tion even though it's talking about a 
real person." 
The set, designed by Diana 
Cadwallader from the JSU art 
department, depicts Pickleherring's 
home during the London Fire of 
1666 and is furnished w th minimal 
props. Every prop serves a purpose, 
including a scarf that is used to slip 
Pickleherring in and out of different 
characters. "We wanted everyone 
to be able to hear the words," said 
Whitton. "We decided that what 
needed to be done was that which 
has to do with the storytelling need- 
ed to pull the audience in to use its 
imagination." 
"The Late Mr. Shakespeare" could 
be of interest to college students not 
only because of its colorful humor, 
but also because it explains some of 
the mysteries of Shakespeare's writ- 
ing. "Whether you're that kind of 
student who is really into 
Shakespeare or whether you're 
somebody who knows personally 
nothing about him, the play is good 
each night and 
then on Sunday 
Sept. 30 at 2 
p.m. Students 






tion contact the 
box office at 
782-5648. 
Claeren 
hopes to be 
able to take the 
production to 
other stages in 
the future. "We 
would like our 
production to 
be done some 
other places 
and not only 
for our own 
interest, but 
hopefully it 
Dr. Wayne Claeren stars in the one-man play "The Late Mr. Shakespeare," adapted for the stage by Claeren and Dr. would be good Y 
Steven Whitton. The play opens Sept. 27 at Stone Center. publicity for 
on both levels," said Claeren. "If way that it's very accessible to mod- Jacksonville State and for our 
you don't know much about em audiences," said Claeren. "It's departments," he said. "We want to 
Shakespeare, it's a good way to get an interesting combination of the see how the show goes here and 
an introduction to his work because flavor of Shakespeare but the mod- what the audience response is and 
it doesn't presuppose knowledge." ern entity of language as it's spoken then decide if we want to make any 
The language used in the play is today." changes, or any re-evaluation of 
not the typical Shakespearean lan- The world premiere is on certain parts of the production and 
guage. The play does rely on Thursday Sept. 27 at 7 p.m. on ;he then we do plan to offer it for the- 
Shakespeare's use of imagery and Stone Center main stage. Shows aters in other places." 
his poetry, but "it does so in such a will continue through the 29th at 7 
Eight bands to play 925 Benefit this weekend at Brother's Bar 
By Abbey Herrin 
The Chanticleer Staff Writer ' 
Jacksonville music fans are 
guaranteed two nights of peace, 
love and music this Friday and 
Saturday night at Brother's Bar. 
Brother's has collaborated with 
campus radio station 92J to hold 
a 92J Benefit Weekend, a two- 
night gala. 
Something 5 negotiated the 
event with Brother's, according 
to 92J assistant program director 
Nathan Weaver. The money 
received at the door will buy 
much-needed equipment for the 
station. as well as pay the bands. 
Donations will also be taken on 
behalf of the American Red 
Cross, in lieu of last Tuesday's 
terrible onslaught of terrorist 
attacks, said 92J program direc- 
tor Jordan Brewer. 
Eight bands are on this week- 
end'c roster, along with the pos- 
Me Up." Also scheduled for 
Friday night is Catalytic, a rock 
band with humorous, catchy 
originals, according to assistant 
music director Jess Mager. Six, 
a band out of Birmingham, are 
slated as well. 
Also performing Friday will be 
The College, an up-and-coming 
cover band who has been com- 
pared to the likes of Creed, as 
stated by Martha Lea, a fan and 
patron of Brother's. 
Saturday night shouldn't be too 
shabby either, with four solid 
bands on the itinerary. Lithp is 
scheduled to play, a band that is 
widely known, recollected 
Carl Douglas' 70s classic "Kung 
Fu Fighting," will be a finale to 
a wonderful showcase of talent. 
In addition to this massive 
influx of music, .92J will have 
merchandise to give away, 
another great incentive to attend, 
said Weaver. "It's going to be 
the most rockin' thing to hit 
Jacksonville since ... the last 
rockin' thing to hit 
Jacksonville." 
"I'm really excited about meet- 
ing some listeners, having a 
good time, and listening to some 
great music," added Mager. 
Admission will be a symbolic 
$4.92 each night. There are few 
Sometihing 5 will appear this weekend at Brother's Bar, along with seven other bands Mager, for its use of puppets opportunities to see so many live 
for the 925 Benefit. onstage. Also playing Saturday acts for such a low price in 
sibility of a few others, accord- the Jacksonville crowd, is sched- will be Needleye and S.M.0. Jacksonville. A large turnout is 
ing to Weaver. Friday night's uled to play. They have dazzled The night will be closed out by expected, so fans should arrive 
lineup includes a wide array of audiences at Brother's before; none other than Something 5. early to claim a barstool. "I'll be 
musical styles sure to please they brought down the house last Their zany brand of rock, which there, partying like a rock star," 
every ear. Velvet Jonz, a funky month with a soulful cover of sometimes includes a cover of said JSU junior Garett Smith. 
jam band that is no stranger to Bill Wither's old-school hit "Use 
Mercury Rev 
All is Dream 
****1/2 
Review by Axel R. Borrero 
The Chanticleer Staff Writer 
The raging battles between 
dreams and reality on the 
grounds of love and fate have 
been captured by Mercury 
Rev's highly anticipated first 
post-indie record release, "All ' is Dream." Mercury Rev has 
just recently moved to V2 
records. 
The music most closely mir- 
rors that of Granddaddy and 
Belle & Sebastian. The lyrics 
progressively paint pictures 
of fate and the many sides of 
love, and then are coated with 
post-hypnotic spiritually pas- 
sionate music that awakens 
the senses 
"The Dark Is Rising," the 
first track on the album, 
begins with a heart clenching 
instrumental that leads you 
into the world that is Mercury 
Rev. "Tides Of The Moon," 
c "Chains," "Nite and Fog" and 
"Spiders and Flies" are filled 
with powerful lyrical strokes 
of imagery. 
Even one who isn't a 
poplrock fan may find oneself 
liking this record. Keep in 
mind that the record is not 
perfect either. The lead vocals 
at points seem weak, the 
howling wind on the song 
"Lincoln's Eyes" gets very 
annoying and understanding 
Courtesy BMGN2 
the record does not come 
easy; it takes a lot of listening. 
One must surpass the state of 
first impression. To fully 
appreciate this album one 
must listen to it three or four 
times. The music is not the 
kind one would take to pump 
the stereo up while driving 
down the road to impress peo- 
ple; it is also not a party 
album of any kind. All is 
Dream both tightens and 
loosens the mind. It causes an 
ethereal drive; it's not a phys- 
ical energizer. Mercury Rev 
brings more of a personal 
sound which one may or may 
not relate with. 
Mercury Rev's album All is 
Dream is a very powerful 
compilation of numinous 
essences that capture the 
innermost core of the avid lis- 
tener, and the strong song 
structure should be evident to 
everyone. Overall it is a must 
have for the Mercury Rev fan. 
I recommend this album to 
those who are in search of a 
spirit moving, real, non-sell- 
out-poplrock band sound 
instead of the usual dorninat- 
ing mainstream metal and boy 
band scoria. 
DRINK SPECIALS THIS WEEK 
Mon. -$Zoo Bourbon & Coke 
Thurs. $Io0 Almaretto Sours 
Not your average cheerleader movie ... honest 
Review by Danni Lusk 
The Chanticleer Features Editor 
When 17-year-old Megan 
(Natasha Lyonne of "American 
Pie"), a "sweet and innocent" 
cheerleader, starts to eat tofu and 
hang Melissa Etheridge posters 
on her wall, her parents come to 
the conclusion that she is a les- 
bian. 
They then send Megan to a 
homosexual deprogramming 
camp called "True Directions7' 
where she meets a charismatic 
camper named Graham (Clea 
DuVall also seen in "Girl, 
Interrupted") who befriends her. 
Megan soon finds herself stum- 
bling through a program of steps 
similar to some drug rehabilita- 
tion programs meant to teach indi- 
viduals how to be "straight." All 
while learning to be "straight," 
Megan discovers she just may 
actually prefer the fairer sex. 
If homosexuals were to watch 
this movie, they might find them- 
selves thoroughly offended. The 
stereotypical jokes and close- 
minded views of Megan's mom 
(Mink Stole who also starred in 
"Hairspray") and other characters 
are sure to ruffle a few feathers, 
but even still, they would proba- 
bly find themselves laughing. 
But despite the offensive factor, 
this hilarious comedy has the 
potential to gather a cult follow- 
ing similar to movies like "Monty 
Python and the Holy Grail" and 
"Clerks" because of the film's off- 
color jokes and comical content. 
With catchy characters like for- 
mer homosexual Mike (RuPaul), 
a "True Directions" counselor , 
who k e e ~ s  backsliding throuah- 
(pink dresses for girls and blue 
suits for boys) after completing 
the first step of the program: 
admitting their homosexuality. 
The female campers are put 
through the unamusing tasks of 
cleaning the pink for girlsrblue for 
boys house, changing baby dia- - 
out the movie by 
drooling oIrer a hunky 
guy that keeps appear- 
ing at camp events, 
movie-watchers are 
sure to get a laugh or 
two out of the story. 
Along with the a 
backsliding RuPaul, 
the female camper\' 
counselor Mary 
(Cathy Moriarity of 
"Crazy In Alabama") Courtesy Universal 
over the idea Clea DuVall and Natasha Lyonne get "straight" 
of forcing the girls to 
be "straight," despite her own 
troubles of not being able to make 
her son drop his feminine ways. 
Graham, Megan's eventual love 
interest, adds charisma to the film 
because of her witty sarcasm and 
cynical views about the idea of 
being taught how to be "straight." 
She is the one who takes Megan 
by the hand and serves as a 
teacher of sorts to show Megan 
that the best thing in life is just to 
be yourself despite what society 
says. 
Stereotypical gender roles are 
idolized when campers are forced 
to wear the appropriate attire 
pers and cooking dinner before 
the husband arrives home from 
work. The males take similar 
courses, simulating masculine 
things such as chopping wood and 
playing football. 
Both groups are subjected to a 
semi-graphic sexual orientation 
course, which is what gains the 
movie an R rating. 
Because of the humorous "pot 
shots" taken at stereotypes and 
ideal gender roles, this movie is 
sure to capture the interest of any 
college student looking for a good 
laugh at society. 
I WHY DID YOU COME TO COLLEGE? I 
To meet new people? 
To complete your education? 
To make good grades? 
To prepare yourself for success in life? 
To have a good time? 
I SPRING 200 1 OVERALL FRATERNITY GPA'S I 
1. SIGMA NU 3.02 
2. Kappa Alpha 2.66 
3. Kappa Sigma 2.45 
4. Pi Kappa Phi 2.43 
5. Sigma Phi Epsilon 2.40 
6. Alpha Tau Omega 2.30 
7. Delta Chi 2.15 
8. Kappa Alpha Psi 2.1 4 
In Sigma N u  we do it  all and still 
keep our priorities in order. 
For Rush information contact Trey Parrish 
at 435-8700 or email to SigmaNuRush@aol.com 
Visit our website at http:llwww.serve.com/SigmaNu/ 
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6 Animal's den 
word was considered a dirty word? 
2. How many times does the average person 8. How many other people do you share 
laugh each day? your birthday with? 
3. What word in the English language has 9. What was the first song sung in space? 
the most definitions? 
10. How many different languages are spo- 56 Inning parts to Sebastian 
57 Shoflstops, eg. Melmoth, really 
4. More than 50 percent of adults said that ken in New York? 63 Beehive State 11 Gamer 
children should not be paid for what? 
Useless Answers 5. What object is most-often choked on by 
Americans? 
08 '01 
,,L~PW!H Lddv~, ,  '6 
6. Ten percent of frequent flyers say they uorI[nu 6 lnoqe -8 
don't do what? sa~dde ' L  
aSa88n1 l?aql y3aq3 .9 
5 Catchphrase 41 Clin-base pile 53 Part of a process 62 Bladjacks 
insecurities. 
September 24-30,2001 Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Flashes of wisdom 
Aries (March 21-April 20). Plan employment or social intuition will captivate your attention. 
and social events carefully. Subtle romantic Key issues may involve arguments between 
messages and small workplace duties may friends or emotional debts from the past. Some 
evolve into important opportunities. Although Scorpios may also experience powerful dream 
group projects may be delayed, individual activity or rare glimmers of future events. 
gains will be strong. Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Financial 
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Intimate relation- adjustments or new employment goals may be 
ships may require special attention. Expect a necessary. Rare money proposals, unique pro- 
lover or close friend to express new anxieties motions or revised daily roles will bring fast 
concerning recent family changes. Avoid com- results. Pay close attention to team objectives 
plex emotional dramas. or assigned duties. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Love affairs and Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Subtle social 
new friendships will bring positive rewards. politics or hidden disagreements between 
Optimism, romantic sensitivity and social hon- friends may increase group tensions. Although 
esty will soon be the prime focus of loved private information has previously been 
ones. Find a way to make peace with the past. revealed, don't offer an opinion. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Vague social Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Quiet romantic 
promises or unproductive work methods may reflection is accented. Expect a wave of inward 
require delicate intervention. Review past thought and subtle social doubt to arrive. NO 
workplace events and key social decisions. serious or long-lasting effects can be expected. 
The daily attitude-or romantic ethics of some- Do, however, realize that strongly -defined 
one close may need to be addressed. boundaries in love relationships may soon be 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Social and romantic necessary. 
relationships will enter a new phase of shared Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Loved ones may 
goals, group activities and invitations. This is offer unusual opinions of recent social events. 
an excellent time to expand your circle of Watch for group dynamics, rare social encoun- 
friends or ask for added support from loved ters or unexpected romantic changes to be a 
prime topic of discussion. ones. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Emotional clarity If Your Birthday is This Week ... Family rela- 
and bold social statements are important. tionships, home responsibilities or property 
Watch for a romantic triangle or a unique matters may require special attention. Expect 
social mistake to become prime topics of con- loved ones to request key changes in the homc. 
versation. Find a way'to avoid offering opin- propose new living arrangements or plan for 
ions. extensive renovations. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). A friend or close col- 
league may soon be distracted by strong enlo- For a private consultation, pleasc visit 
tion or focused on workplace ethics. Stay well www.mysticstars.net. 
. . 
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THE CHANTICLEER 
is looking for a few good writers. 
Interested in covering campus 
crime, music, sports, etc? o~ri. - 925 Benefit with 
Six - Catalytic - Velvet Jonz 
*Sat. - 925 Benefit with 
Come by our offices in S ~ O  - Lithp - someth-g 5 
Rm. 180 Self Hall 
or call 782-5701 
for more information 
KIDS 6 months to two years old may qualify for an 
ALLEGRA 
ALLERGY RESEARCH STUDY 
3 Visits-Payment for Time & Travel 
Supervised by Dr. Robert Grubbe, of the 
Allergy & Asthma Center, L.L.C. 
Calhoun County's 
Only Board Certified Allergist 
For more information call the 
CENTER OF 
RESEARCH EXCELLENCE, L.L.C. 7 c€ 0 
r' 
www.CORETRIALS.com OC C 
Limited Liability Company 835- 1909,  EX^. 4 734-009 Allergy & Asthma Centel 
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McNeese State game ~ o s t ~ o n e d  
- 
By Anthony Hill 
The Chanticleer Sports Editor 
Paul Snow was as quiet as a 
home on Christmas Eve night 
last Saturday. No band playing, 
no tailgating, no fans or 
"Cocky." 
The Gamecock football team 
stayed home for the the week- 
end due to the cancellation of 
their game. 
Last Saturday's scheduled 
football game between 
Jacksonville State and McNeese 
State was postponed late last 
Thursday night by league and 
school officials; just hours after 
the NCAA announced that all 
division 1-A games were post- 
poned due to the tragic chain of 
events of the previous week. 
Southland Conference admin- 
istrators were faced with the 
ethical dilema of whether or not 
to play the athletic events. 
League athletic directors talked 
repeatedly via conference calls 
last Thursday afternoon and 
decided all athletic events 
through Sunday should be post- 
poned. 
"It was an unanimous decision 
by members of the Southland 
Football League not to play any 
games last week," said JSU 
Athletic Director Tom Seitz. 
"We have not set a make-up 
date for the game yet, but we 
will continue to work with the 
SFL and McNeese State on get- 
ting a date that fits 
both our sched- 3 - 
ules." 
Gamecock head 
coach Jack Crowe 
agreed with the 
decision of not 
playing last week- 
end, but he also felt 
the best thing for 
his team might've 
been to keep cir- 
cumstances as nor- 
mal as possible. 
"I don't think 
there's any ques- 
tion that every- 
one's affected by 
this," said Crowe. 
"My personal posi- 
tion is that I heal 
- 
better when I get Paul Snow Stadium sits e m ~ t v  because the McNeese State game was ~ o s t ~ o n e d  last Saturdav 
back to work." 
McNeese State secured three 
buses for its trip to Jax State 
after the attacks. Northern Iowa 
did the same for its game at 
Stephen F. Austin. Now, college 
teams all over the country have 
to find ways to either reschedule 
or go on without the postponed 
games. 
"That is a small price to pay 
compared to what some people 
are experiencing," said 
Southwest Texas head football 
coach Bob DeBesse. 
"While all Americans have 
been affected by the events ear- 
lier in the week, everybody 
associated with the Southland 
Conference and Southland 
Football League would like to 
extend condolences to those 
directly touched by the devastat- 
ing acts," said SFL 
Commissioner Greg Sankey. "In 
respect of the National Day of 
Prayer and Remembrance, the 
Southland has elected to follow 
the national trend of the cancel- 
lation of all athletic events. 
Respect and sensitivity for the 
situation at hand and transporta- 
tion challenges for teams and 
officials were the deciding fac- 
tors in the announcement." 
"The important thing for us 
was to make the most appropri- 
ate decision," said Sankey. 
"Through all the thinking that 
goes into this, my desire has 
been to make the right decision. 
There's not a lot of right or 
wrong decision that was made 
last week compared to what 
happened last Tuesday." 
The Gamecock football team 
will return to its regular sched- 
ule this week, while league and 
school officials work on 
rescheduling the McNeese State 
game. They will travel to 
Jonesboro, Ark. to face 
Arkansas State on Saturday. 
Kick-off is set for 6 p.m. 
Samford soccer edges Lady Gamecocks, 1 - 0 
-- -- 
~ y ~ n t h o n y  ~ i l l  
The Chant~cleer Sports Ed~tor 
JSU head soccer coach Lisa 
Howe and the Lady Gamecocks 
(1-3, 0-1) went on with business 
as usual last Wednesday, a day 
after the tragic incidents of last 
week. 
The JSU soccer squad was the 
first University team to get back 
into the swing of things. 
University President 
Dr.William Meehan said that the 
best way to get through these 
hard times is to try to live life as 
normal as possible. So, that is 
what the soccer team did. 
The Lady Gamecocks weren't 
the only team ready to get back 
into action as the Samford 
Bulldogs (2-2, 1-0) paid a visit 
to University Field and slipped 
by JSU, 1-0, behind some tough 
goalie play. 
Bulldog goalie Carrie Ollom 
was solid as a wall throughout 
the second half as she blocked 
shot after shot to hand the Lady 
Gamecocks their first Atlantic 
Sun Conference loss of the sea- 
son. 
"Coach told us coming into 
this game that it's hard to score 
on their goalie," said junior for- 
ward Angela Tribble. "She was 
like a wall. She's probably the 
best keeper we've faced since 
I've been here." 
Both teams hammered shot 
after shot at each other's goal 
throughout the opening half, but 
they would remain scoreless at 
the half. 
Samford struck first when 
Linsay Sanks scampered down 
the field like a rocket, split two 
defenders and scored the first 
point of the game to give the 
Bulldogs a 1-0 lead. The point 
was made in the 48th minute of 
the second half. 
The Lady Gamecocks would 
try to answer with 15:03 left in 
the game when Mindy Jones 
delivered a pinpoint pass to 
Tribble. Ollom made a diving 
save to keep the Bulldogs atop. 
Ollom also stopped a bullet of a 
shot from Ashley Martin about 
five feet away from the nets, 
while Tribble punted the ball 
over the goal. 
"I was grateful to get a hand on 
that ball (by Martin)," said 
Ollom. "I'm a pretty short keep- 
er, so getting that high ball was 
adrenaline." 
"Their goalkeeper absolutely 
kept them in it," said Howe. 
"She robbed us, for sure." 
Ollom was not finished, as she 
would later make a sliding save 
on Jones with 9:33 left. Samford 
simply ran out the final minute- 
and-a-half of the game to secure 
the victory. 
"I was proud of the way we 
fought at the end," said Howe. 
"With our depth, you can't play 
that way for 90 minutes, so we 
have to be patient. We also have 
to take advantage of opportuni- 
ties early." 
The Lady Gamecocks will host 
the Mississippi State Bulldogs 
tomorrow. The game is set to 
start at 7 p.m. 
Laguerre, Archuleta 
pace Gamecocks 
in Georgia State 
Invitational 
From Staff Reports 
The Gamecock cross coun- 
try team traveled to Atlanta to . 
compete in the Georgia State 
Invitational meet last 
Saturday. Both the men's and 
women's squads put in good 
performances, but were 
unable to come away with the 
victory as a team. 
The men were led by junior 
runner R~nnie  Lagueme and 
finished sixth out of eight 
Division I teams. The host 
team, Georgia State ran away 
with first place honors in the 
men's meet. 
Laguerre finished with a 
time of 26:21, good enough 
for a fifth place finish among 
Division I competitors (13th 
place overall finish). He was 
followed by Dayton Niehuss' 
time of 28:18. John Weston 
came in 25th position with a 
time of 28:49. Jonathan 
Dalton's time of 3 1:28 placed 
him 39th, followed by Sam 
Cordts 40th place finish and a 
time of 31:29. 
"Ronnie looked really 
strong in the way he ran," said 
head coach Aimee Dawson. 
"He started out conservative, 
then really went after it. He 
finished ahead of Troy State's 
and Mercer's entire teams." 
Frances Archuleta led the 
charge for the JSU women 
with a time of 20:41. She was 
followed by Addie Ferguson's 
time of 22:22. 
The women finished eighth 
overall out of nine teams. 
Host Georgia State also cap- 
tured the meet on the 
women's side. 
"We did pretty well today on 
both sides. Overall, I'm very 
pleased," continued Dawson. 
"We're showing improvement 
every weekend. This was def- 
initely an improvement over 
last year's showing." 
The Gamecocks get back on 
the track Saturday when they 
travel toNashville, Tenn. to 
take part in the Vanderbilt 
University Invitational. 
- . ) ,  \ >  3 : :  3 L ,  I 
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America deserved a "time out9' 
Bany Bonds hit his 
61 st, 62nd and 63rd The Chan 
home run last week. 
Reggie Stancil was 
honored as the SFL 
player-of-the-week 
and Michael Jordan 
has basically con- ----- --- 
firmed that he is going to make a 
return to basketball. All of those 
things took place, but they were 
very distant from most of our minds 
as we watched, heard and felt the 
tragic incidents of last week. 
The shattering images of the twin 
towers of the World Trade Center 
crumbling, gray ash billowing and 
rclins of a portion of the Pentagon 
still smoking rammed home to all 
of us just how trivial sports really 
are. 
The McNeese State game of a 
week ago quickly became a distant 
memory as we watched two jets 
smash into the twin towers. 
It was a good decision to wait a 
while before we went back to our 
games. It was only appropriate and 
decent to wait while thousands of 
Americans were lost in rubble. 
Countless people lost their lives last 
Tuesday and millions were stripped 
of their innocent and foolish sense 
of secunty. 
Sports is a shared delusion; that 
delusion being that the games are 
meaningful. There is a time to 
indulge ourselves in that delusion. 
The time will come again, and 
sooner than later, but the wait was 
By Anthony Hill 
rticleer Sports Editor 
good. Our priorities 
were altered in a span of 18 minutes 
as we watched the horror on televi- 
sion, this time it was for real. No 
team lost. No player was traded 
and no one was hurt seriously in a 
car accident. Television displayed 
the tragic realities of life on Sept. 
11,2001. 
Why on earth does it take a 
'tragedy of this dimension for us to 
realize that one New York firefight- 
er picking through the rubble for 
signs of life is infinitely more hero- 
ic than someone who can run the 
40-yard dash in 4.1 seconds and 
catch touchdown passes? 
Maybe, through the sheer enormi- 
ty of this tragedy, we'll finally be 
able to come to grips with that. 
This tragedy, this warning, has 
taught us to tell our parents we love 
them more than once a month or 
year. It has taught parents to tell 
their children they love them and 
appreciate every second of life. No 
one cares about Michael Jordan's 
possible comeback or that Barry 
Bonds is smashing pitches out of 
the park at a record pace. 
To some people the stoppage was 
only right, only humane, only civi- 
lized. Others argued that 
at the moment, people's 
spirits needed to be lifted, 
their attention diverted 
from the grim replays wit- 
nessed constantly over the 
past couple of days. 
I can understand both 
patterns of thought. To a 
lot of us, sports is a way of life. 
Conflict on the field, in the ring, on 
the track, has enormous personal 
impact. It affects our lives for days, 
provides us with our highs and 
lows. 
As horrible as the past weeks 
actions were, they could've really 
helped us out as a nation or could 
eventually do so. We'd grown 
complacent, smug. We thought that 
the ultimate courage and survival 
was watching Tiger demolish the 
field at the Ryder's Cup or U.S. 
Open. We were too concerned 
about things that didn't matter. 
Our games are part of who we are. 
And there was a good and strong 
argument to play last week. To 
show our enemies that we will not 
cower in a comer, that this country 
is one of people whose bravery 
should never be questioned. 
We could've played the games 
and been inspiring doing it. But, 
we chose to stand in public and 
pray; give blood and embrace love 
ones. Some of us even put flags up 
and sang "The Star-Spangled 
Banner" and listened to the words 
for once, knowing that, yes, that 
flag is still there. 
JSU men's golf 
finish second in 
Raisin' Cane Classic 
From Staff Reports 
The Gamecock women's golf 
team isn't the only good group 
of golf players representing the 
University. The men's team 
posted a three-round total of 
85 1, just one stroke behind tour- 
nament champion Southern 
Mississippi, to claim a second 
place finish out of 13 teams to 
open its fall season last Monday. 
It took a five-foot putt by 
Southern Mississippi's Tim 
Yelverton on the final hole to 
hold off Jacksonville State. The 
Gamecocks had three players 
finish in the top 10, and two oth- 
ers in the top 20 to make a run at 
the tournament championship. 
Leading the charge for JSU 
was Jose Campra, who finished 
tied for 5th after posting a three- 
round total of 212. Campra shot 
69 in the final-round, his best 
total of the tournament. Campra 
finished just six strokes behind 
tournament champion Yelverton, 
who shot a total score of 206. 
Fellow Gamecocks Angel 
Monguzzi and Nick Mackay 
each finished tied for 7th posi- 
tion. Both posted a three-round 
total of 214. Monguzzi fired a 
final-round 69 while Mackay 
finished with a third-round 68. 
Matias Anselmo, a newcomer 
to the team this season, finished 
the tournament in a tie for 13th. 
He posted a 216 following 
rounds of 72,74 and 70. Steven 
Mackie finished tied for 17th 
after firing a three-round total of 
218. 
The Gamecock men's golf 
team will tee off again on Sept. 
23-25 when they travel to 
Florence, S.C. to take part in the 
Carolina First Intercollegiate 















**PROCEEDS WlLL GO TO SUPPORT 92J. T HERE WlLL BE A TABLE SET UP WITH FREE STUFF COURTESY OF 
925. SO COME BY, ENJOY SOME GREAT MUSIC, MEET THE 92J STAFF, AND SUPPORT 
JACKSONVILLE STATE'S OWN 925. FOR MORE INFO CONTACT JORDAN BREWER Q 782-5572. 
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One on one with "Thrill" yes and others, ~t's just an act to get the next call or to fire up the team. You see it in basketball games 
By Anthony "Thrill" Hill 
The Chanticleer Sports Editor 
Head volleyball coach Jose 
Rivera is more than just a coach. 
He's like a friend to many of the 
women on the JSU volleyball 
team. Just take a look at him while 
he's at practice. He doesn't just 
give orders and talk strategy all 
day. He gets on the court with the 
ladies and scrimmages with them. 
Rivera has another side as well. 
He's the Bobby Knight of college 
volleyball. Jose has been known to 
throw chairs and various temper 
tantrums during games. Overall, 
he's a really good guy and a great 
motivator. 
Thrill: How's everything going, 
coach? 
Jose: Fine. How are you? 
Thrill: I'm good coach. Thanks. 
Thrill: How do you feel as a 
coach, after all that has happened 
in our nation? Does that change 
the way you coach, recruit, and 
travel? 
Jose: I feel sad about the situation 
that we'd gotten into with the ter- 
rorists. I feel for the people who 
lost relatives in the tragedies. But, 
we need to move on. I've been 
The Chant~cleeriAnthony Hill 
Head volleyball coach Jose Rivera 
Brenneman and Theresa Lynch 
seem to be leading the team with 
their exceptional play. 
Jose: No. I could mention sever- 
al players. Some of the players are 
vocal leaders and some are leaders 
by action. I can't single out one 
specific player. They're all doing a 
pretty good job. 
Thrill: What was a goal that you 
set for yourself when you began 
coaching here before the 1997 sea- 
son? 
Jose: The 1997 season was really 
a Cinderella story. I just wanted to 
bring this program to a level that 
was respectable and we just hap- 
pened to go 25-13. I wasn't 
expecting that. Now, the expecta- 
Thrill: You were a baseball play- 
er in college. How did you end up 
coaching women's volleyball? 
Jose: A woman. (Both laugh) I 
fell in love with a woman and she 
was a volleyball player. From 
there, I got involved with the 
game. 
Thrill: You were an assistant vol- 
leyball and softball coach at 
Emporia State University where 
you helped lead the teams to the 
playoffs. You've gotta think about - 
coaching some softball every now 
and then. Do you? 
Jose: Not really. I lost the desire 
to coach softball on an early spring 
day in Missouri. It was cold and I 
didn't like that. Who knows? 
Maybe one day I'll coach little 
league or something. 
Thrill: We host the Wingate Inn 
Invitational this weekend. Does 
that tournament play a large role in 
the way the team's going to play 
this season? Every year it seems 
as if it sets the tone for the season. 
Jose: Pretty much. It's kind of 
late in the preseason and it should 
show where we are as a team. 
Thrill: What do you like to do 
when you're not coaching volley- 
ball? 
Jose: I like to scuba dive and play 
golf. I also like to cook. 
Thrill: What do you like to cook? 
Jose: Different stuff, mainly 
desserts. Stuff like brownies, cake 
and things like that. But, I like to 
cook a lot. 
Thrill: You are from Caguas, 
Puerto Rico. What was it like to 
grow up in Caguas? 
Jose: It was fun. It was a medium 
size town and it was a lot of fun. 
Back there, you could go to the 
beach or be in the mountains. I 
had a lot of great friends over there 
that I miss. I wonder what they're 
doing now. 
Thrill: Do you have a player that 
you simply can't figure out? 
Jose: I think that I have everyone 
figured out. Maybe every once 
and a while someone may have me 
confused, but I know them all well. 
Thrill: What music groups have 
you been listening to? 
Jose: I am listening to a lot of 
Hispanic groups. Not any specific 
one, just a lot of them. 
Thrill: You seem to have the best 
conversations with the officials of 
volleyball games. Do you really 
get as mad as you seem to get? 
Jose: (Pause) Uh, sometimes it's 
where the coaches get a technical 
foul just to fire up the team. 
Thrill: Yeah, that's a good idea. 
Jose: It works. Sometimes I do it 
just to let the referees know that 
I'm there. 
Thrill: If you were a policeman, 
who would you arrest? 
Jose: I heard some stories about 
my brother in Ga. I would proba- 
bly just arrest him for the heck of 
it. 
Thrill: Free association. Georgia 
State. 
Jose: Power. 
Thrill: Eysha Ambler. (Student 
assistant coach) 
Jose: Great individual. 
Thrill: Nomar Garciaparra. 
(Boston Red Sox second baseman) 
Jose: Better start getting some 
ground balls and putting them in 
play. 
Thrill: Emporia State University. 
(Former employer) 
Jose: The Hornets. 
Thrill: Kelby Rumph. (Former 
JSU volleyball player) 
Jose: The epitome of improve- 
ment. 
Thrill: Thanks for your time, 
coach. Good luck this weekend at 
the Wingate Inn Invitational. 
Jose: All right. Thank you. 
watching a lot of ESPN and sports tions are still high. My initial goal 
has a way of decimating this sad- was to survive. 
ness a little. Thrill: What type of relationship 
Thrill: How well do you envision do You have with your players? 
the volleyball team being this sea- Jose: I'd like to say that I'm like a 
son? We lost some key players due brother or a father figure to most of 
to graduation. the girls. I like for our players to 
Jose: Well, this week we're going be relaxed and happy. I feel that 
to do fine. These young ladies are when a player is having fun, they 
giving everything that they have. usually play better. They may con- 
They're practicing hard and doing fide certain things in me they may 
everything that we're asking them not any other guys. Who knows? 
to do. They just make young play- That's only speculation. When I'm 
er mistakes. We're going to be playing with the girls, besides 
fine. being their coach, I'm another 
Thrill: Is there a single leader on teammate demanding and applaud- 
this year's squad? Jennifer ing what they do. 
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I ". . . . .get a smooth attitude" I i 
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